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Wellesley-Dartmouth ~Marriage' 
To Occur; College Must Relocate 
by Donna Dickenm11 '67 
The forthcoming merger of Wel-
lesley with Dartmouth College has 
been announced in a surprise move 
by the Board of Trustees. The "mar-
riage ceremony" between the two 
schools will take place in September 
1969. 
be a bit radical. However, we feel I dian behavior we've dreamed of." 
that Dartmouth and Wellesley can The political science department is-
mutually benefit from such close sued a statement, promising that 
contact. Aside from a few obvious "playing games should be more fun 
differences, the change in environ· than ever." 
ment should hardly be noticed by Too Far Ou'? 
most of the girls; once you've seen Student opmton, however, was 
Fun-loving rebels take off on Yangtze cruise. photo courft'.\Y of Time one tree, you've seen 'em all.',' mixed. When interviewed in Room f, The Trustees' move was announced 
two weeks ago on page 84 of the 
late city edition of the New York 
Time\. However, plans remained a 
mystery to the college campuses in-
volved, since both Wellesley and 
Dartmouth receive the earlier edition 
of the Time.f under their subscription 
plans. According to a long-standing 
policy, Wellesley's Board of Trust-
ees allowed for a reasonable delay 
before announcing the merger to the 
Wellesley News. 
Faculty Support an ethnic senior muttered through 
Revolution-A-Go-Go In China; 
Fun Causes Massive Hysteria 
Faculty and administration reaction her flowing locks, "I enjoy being far 
was generally favorable to the mer- out, but this is too much." 
ger. One Admissions officer was Typical of underclass reation was 
heard gloating, "We've beat Vassar this statement from a junior biology 
to the draw again." major: "Fruitflies I don't mind, Hen· 
by Tracy Thompson '68 
Promi~t Old China hands in Hong 
Kong predicted eventual victory for 
the now rampant counter-revolution 
in China, in a statement released to 
the press today. 
to bringin~ fun for the greatest num-
ber and I.he greatest pleasure of the 
people." 
A sociology department spokesman rietta the duck I can take, the cam-
said, "Now we can have all that on- pus dogs don't bug me. But Animal 
the-spot observation of primitive In- Farm-who needs it?" 
They asserted : "Whatever the true 
nature of this counter-revolution r we 
Temain skeptical of the validity of 
the revolutionists' designation of the 
revolution-Le. "The Re,olution By 
the People an<I For the People to 
Reinstate Fun in China I" we would 
nevertheless state. with all due con-
fidence. that its leaders. having amas-
sed an incredibly massive base 
among I.he people in a remarkably 
short ~riod of time, will he the new 
ieaders of the Peoples' Hepublic of 
China, or to be more preci.se, of the 
"Peoples' Republic for Fun in China." 
Peking Revamped 
Reports from the Tokyo news 
agency in Peking today detailed a 
new look there r ashioncd by the 
counter-revolutionaries who recently 
seized control of the city in a short 
but sweet ballle. The revolutionaries. 
led by Fun Yat-sen and Chiang 
Ching, Mao Tse•tung's former wife 
and once again movie queen or 
China. set first priority on changing 
the aspect of the city so that it will 
be.> in accord with the spirit of the 
New Home for Wellesley 
Wellesley will relocate to a site 
bordering on the slopes traditionally 
Self-Defense Replaces Fundies 
Requirement Starting Nf!,xt Fall 
used for ski runs in Dartmouth's hy Susan Sprau '68 
Winter Carnival. The college's pre- Due to the whopping success of 
sent site will be occupied in Septem- last Tuesday night's aikido demon-
ber 1970 by the Acme Ticker-Tape stration, the Physical Education de-
Machine Works. which has just sign- partment plans to offer a regular 
ed a ten-year contract leading to course in self-defense next year. 
eventual purchase of Acme's stocks The course will not confine itself 




In a st;1tement relea\ed for cam- self-defense; it will teach a combina-
sln'c( names have been the pu~ publication, President Adams j tion of techniques from judo, karate 
lo go-go. Anti-Rev'isionimi said: "The rrustees and I realize that and aikido which can be learned 
Co111in111•d 011 ptlJ:l' Mo this whole idea of co-education may quickly and are applicable "in the 
----------------------------- street" as .vell as in the gym . "Al-
Hsaiohua: More Fun 
In another statement released to-
day, Hsia<>hua, the counter-revolu-
tionaries' new press agency, promised 
more :fun in the future for the Chinese 
people under their benign leadership. 
"The principal aim of the peoples' 
fun revolution is for the peoples' 
frivolous forces to seize power from 
a handful of reactionary party of-
ficials who are trying lo lead the 
Chinese people down the road of 
hardship and privation. 
Dome Provids ~Final Ans\vers' ~~~~~sw: ~~~.bew:e~:~~gtose~f~~~~ 
students with something they can use F01 .. Cainpus Security Problem in real life as well as to recreate ... said one member of the department. 
No Hand-Hardening 
"These officials have lost all touch 
with the masses. They are trying to 
keep China in a culturally deprived 
:sc.ate, Jsolated trom tne rest of the 
world. Our great alliance is commit-
ted to bringing pop culture to China, 
hy 111111' C 1111tcr '68 
The skeleton going up by the 
lake is just the beginning of a fanlas-
lic architectural and environmental 
plan for the College. The skeleton 
is the frame for a huge geodeistic 
dome designed by Al Kenison, a pro-
mising Harvard architect, who has 
carefully studied Fuller's dome for 
Expo 67. Miss Frances. famous acou-
stical consultant, assisted in the 
dome's design, lo insure perfect con-
dit io!ls for the carillon bells. 
Wellesley Eliniinates Bible 104: 
Students and Faculty Szuprised 
The purpose of the plastic dome, The course will cover the ready 
which will enclose the entire campus, stance for street fighting (see photo· 
is in Miss Adams' words: "to create graph) and how to slash, poke, and 
a controlled environment, with max- punch, but hand-conditioning will be 
imum security precautions and com- discouraged. Free-style practice will 
fort for the inmates, er ... I mean emphasize versatility, quickness of 
students." re~ponse and control. The Physical 
Lighting to Twinkle Education department plans to send 
A comprehensi'e lighting system I a l~t~er to parents over the summer 
will illuminate the dome at night. adv1sin~ that they need not increase 
"An eternal day," as Miss Goodacre 
put it, "is quite an interesting phen-
emenon I must write a book on it." 
The lighting will hit every corner 
of the campus. Al night, the lights 
will be reflected from tiny mirrors 
set into the dome lo create a twink-
ling effect. 
Extensive air conditioning has been 
by Robin BledJoe '67 ' do this a long time ago, already?" designed lo operate inside the dome. 
Bible 104 will no longer be required I to "Is nothing sacred?" Freshmen, There will be no rain or snow to 
of Wellesley students beginning in who are not exempt under the rule. distract the students or impede their 
September 1968, announced President were in general resentfully subdued. mobility. The business ma!lager is 
Ruth Adams in chapel yesterday Many upp<'rclassmen, with it all <or gleeful al the thought of the money 
morning. almost alll behind them, lamented the which will be saved from the elimina-
"Although generations of Wellesley waste of their year in 104. If I had tion or snow removal costs. 
sophomores have known and loved that year back I'd rule the world," Physical Plant Grows 
Studies in the Old and New Testa- muttered one long-haired mini-skirted To check against air pollution, the 
ments," said Miss Adams, "the Ad- junior in Room f. chimney of the Physical Plant will 
ministration and Board of Trustees Faculty members were equally be extended through a hole in the 
has decided to eliminate the tradi- shocked. "I did not expect - I can- dome. In keeping with its new !lame 
tional requirements as part of its not believe - it isn't possible -" and to beautify the giant chimney, the 
continuing effort to streamline the stammered one professor over his cup department will cover the smokestack 
image of this institution." of coffee and newsy tabloid. Another with green vines. 
Will Still Be Offered added sourly, "Just watch - they're There'll be no exit at the top of the 
Miss Adams haslenoo to assure her asking for a brain drain." However, vine, though. The entrances to the 
audience that Bible 104 would still be a third faculty member remarked he dome will be strictly guarded. Afraid 
offered as a regular course. She did would be glad to see only the really that girls might lose entrance passes, 
not mention the forthcoming merger interested girls in his classes. the Adml!listration has decided, after 
with Dartmouth, which is believed The long range implications of the thoughful debate, that each girl must 
to have affected the Administration's Administration's decision are stag- wear a Wellesley 1-D bracelet at all 
decision. gering, comparable only to those ris- times. This bracelet, with an attrac-
Sources revealed that Miss Adams ing with the elimination of auto mech- tive blue enamel seal, will identify 
unsuccessfully tried to hide broad anics in the 1930's. No longer will her for entrance and exit. 
smiles during her announcement. sophomores be able to sing, "They've The security officials have come up 
The President's Office denied this re- gone out from the kings of Israel." with an ingenious method of chcck-
port, with dignity. Used Bibles will be a drag on the ing all callers and visitors. As eaoh 
their daughter's hospitalization in-
surance because "in sport karate, 
blows are never actually struck." 
Successful completion of the course 
will exempt freshmen from Fund· 
amentals of Body Movement. Asked 
if they were loosening their academic 
requirements, the gym department ex· 
plained that Self-Defense will incor· 
porate much of what is learned in 
"fundies." 
Super-power 
For instance ki-ya (translated as 
super-power) emphasizes making the 
most efficient use of a person's 
energy. The departments feels that 
ki-ya, combined with yoga breath-
control, should adequately replace 
fundies' total relaxation exercises. 
However, the department will con-
tinue to require good posture photo· 
graphs. 
The Curriculum Committee has ap-
proved pass-fail grading for the 
course. Committee members agree 
that the est .. etic and philosophic un-
derpinnings of karate, judo and 
aikido throw the self-<lefense course 
Continued on page eight 
Brain Drain market. More important, what lra- , 'outsider' passes through the gate, 
Reactions of surprised students var- dition will go next? Gracious living tiny E'lectric eyes will record his 
ied from "Yeah? So why didn't they itself seems gravely imperiled. Co11ti11ued 011 page seven Student practice• noble art of 1elf-defen1e. photo by Jenny Cook '69 
• 
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The Urge to Merge Ban the Beats, Beat the Barren 
The recent announcement of plans for the proposed Wcllcsley-
Darlmouth merger has taken the staff of :-.O'ews by surprise. We are by Villu Witwood '69 
shocked and outraged to hear that the sanctity of our cloistered life Bohemia is no more. The "Now 
is soon to be \iolated. and wish to urge the Admini.;tration 10 re- Generation" (Time, Jan. 6, 1967> 
consider its decision. - has supplanted a great part of its 
We arc further acrgrieved to hear that \\C shall be forced to bea~ik ele~n~ with .peopl~ "wi~ 
lea\e our pleasant ca~pus. so readily accessible to the wealth of fla ·cflkair. fogr fillm 1 ~. keepmg with thell' 
I I l · I · · · · B d h' 1 1 1 1 erm va ues. cu tura . anc socia ,act1v1t1es m o~ton. "~n 
1
, 1c .~ursc \e' . to t 1e 1 To keep our cool, we comply. we 
rugged slopes of the Dartmouth ski ranee. \\ c wish _to .rnmt out ban the Bohemians, and negotiate 
for that matter that a recent poll of the student body indicates that with the NepalesP. Nepal is on the 
only a small fraction of Wellesley's intelligentsia even knows how New Scene. The New York Times 
to ski. Dec. 26. 1966 rePorls that Nepal is 
We might also add. in that connection. that Wellesley's girls I now the international haven of the 
have Jong prided themselves on their ability. nay 1heir desire. to beat~. ~st fall the .. word '':a~ "Chrisl-
forsake men for knov,:Jedge. Ours is a tradition of female supremacy. m~s rn Katm~~u! Comb1111ng ~orces 
Must we now be forced to forsake this happy position for the lowly with .the ar~ishc gentry of this dc-
state of coeds? · velopmg nat10~. ~ey produce novel, 
We recognize many of the arguments propounded by the fac-
ulty who arc in favor of the merger. But we would wish to remind 
them that life in Hanover will be no bed of roses. Think. for ex-
ample, of the unshaven faces leering up from the first row during 
an 8 :40 class; imagine what might happen if full-grown halfback 
were to disagree with a professor's theory. Surely we do not wish to 
subject our already over-burdened faculty to brain-squeezing by a 
surly Dartie. 
deeply symbolic films for consump-
tion by the flick-mongers of America. 
Hollywood And Capp 
These thousands of Americans re-
pulsed by Hollywood's proverbial 
"Sex at the Box Office" ! Shirley 
Temple, McC'alls) and appalled by 
the lurid fascination with films on 
college campuses lAl Capp, Popular 
Photography) are expected to find 
Nepalese products neither promis· 
cuous nor pretentious. !lOt crass, and 
noncommercial, and as refreshingly 
en~ert.aining as they are significantly 
meaningful. 
We would also point out to those whose arguments for the 
merger follow aesthetic lines, that blue and green seem somewhat 
distasteful as school colors. 
Furthermore, the Administration has emphasized that the Wel-
lesley girl must learn to take her place in society as a devoted wife 
and mother. In view of the fact that many of. our number are cur-
rently engaged to men from Boston area institutions. we may ask if 
the College has the right to play the role of homcwreckcr 
Because of the nationwide alte!ltion 
Wellesley attracted last year with its 
Film Festival Competition. directors 
of the Nepalese film endeavor have 
asked permission to submit several 
of their works lo the competition 
this spring. 
The problem at hand is one of the utmost seriousness. News 
feels, however, that if the Wellesley Woman can succeed in beating 
the Darties at their own game, i.e. Sleets. every year, we can cer-
tainly manage to prevent our college's entering into what might 
prove to be the final battle in the war of mind over matter. We do 
not need an alma pater! 
Letter to Film Society 
In a letter lo Karin Rosenthal 'f)l, 
head of Film Society, the president 
of the enterprise stated, "Hollywood 
has had disappointi!lgly few successes 
in recent years; whc.n Walt Disney's 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
The Reader Writes I battle with the Boy Scouts fades, there will be no reason to comply with the conventional channels of 
N 0 Namby-Pamby I However, as members of the senior I R -l . 
class with taste a bit more discern- evo ution ... 
To the editor: i!lg. alnd more eager for films of a Co111i11ued from fWRe o11e 
Although I have always found 
News to be straightforward in their 
reviews of books, theater, or concerts. 
I find it my duty to ask News where 
the sharp stylus of their pen has been 
misplaced. Surely, when a concert 
of the kind that was presented at 
Jewett on Friday night ca., be re-
viewed .as "sheer delight" by one 
of your reporters, it is time to re-
evaluate tile department of criticism. 
Although the community recognizes 
the hard work behind .any perform-
ance, and behind any student en-
deavor in the arts, be it theatre, 
writL'lg, or music, we also recognize 
the need for objective reviewing. 
Oertainly not all of the student 
e11de.avors are successful. In fact, if 
News would be more forceful about 
its reaction, instead of forwarding 
namby-pamby opinions, the readers 
would be grateful. What a review, 
and a reviewer, should do is make a 
definite statement, favorably or U.'1· 
favorably critical, about the work. If 
Wellesley students need to disagree 
with one of your reviews, let them 
be dis.agreeing with something that 
really hits the weaknesses or good 
points of the performance. We want 
News reporters, even if they are not 
experts, to exercise their judgment, 
and REVIEW. 
Sincerely, 
Grita Cize '69 
Filmy Request 
Tu the editor: 
Perhaps we are taking the wrong 
attitude in trying to define what the 
Film Society films should be. We 
do!l't want to appear angry, or dis-
pleased, or e"en bothered by the fare 
of films ~·ve been seeing. 'Proof 
of our loyalty is the !act that even 
with transportation problems fading 
very slowly .away, we have managed 
to see a film every weekend here 
on campus, instead of our patron-
izing some movie theater in Cam-
bridge>. What we do want to appear 
is tired, bored, a!ld thoroughly over-
satiated by the abundance of films 
with titles of "Rebirth of the Soul" 
and "The Bible" and even "The Cros-
sing of the Red Sea." We wouldn't 
mind if we were sophomores - then 
we might be able to cut down the 
;amount of. Old Testament reading. 
SOCJa commentary, w_e wool~ urge Street, the home of the sOviet cmbas-
the me~bers of th.e Fil~ Society .to sy, has been renamed "Red Light 
t~ke notice of mo~1es .which are sl!P· District:" Anti-Imperialism Street, 
pmg throug~ their fmge~. Movies "Turn On, Tune In, Drop Out;" the 
U~t ~at wt~ the generation. pulse East is Red Square, "Fun Star Over 
wit~ hfe, and m general broaden our China." 
honzons. In short: Bri~g ba1c~ ~andra ~ new discotheque, Swing Along Dee and George Hamilton. · · With Mo-tze IAncient China's philos-
Yours, ophical proponent of universal love> 
Teeny King '67 has been set up at the Gate of 
Heavenly Peace. Students, arrayed in 
Wh Western clothes, cosmetics, and shoes at' s in a Name seized from the Red Guards' stock-
pile, have been rallying nightly at 
To the editor: the discotheque. Posters on the Pek-
After careful deliberation and con- ing wall demand conformity to Fun's 
sideration concerning names sub-
1 
revolutionary doctrine, calling on the 
mitted to the Committee on Delibera- masses "To be Yin with the Yin 
ting and Considering the Renaming of corwd." 
Wellesley College, the CDCRWC has Rusk Reviews Situation 
unanimously chose the title most In the U.S. response to the chang-
fitting a college so marked by its ing situation in China has been slow 
special atmosphere and quiet acreage. in coming. However, Secretary of 
For a college whose tall Gothic State Dean Rusk stated in his news 
towers climb to a perfection in the conference today that "We are re-
sky, whose massive masonry houses maining open to the developing sit-
academic and dormitory confines uation in China." 
alike, it behoo"es us to re!lame Wel- From Fun City, Mayor Lindsay 
lesley College the Wellesley Female confirmed the rumor that he has 
Seminary. accepted Chiang Ching's and Fun's 
Candlelight services will be held at invitation to come to China on an 
Chapel for the renaming, and there advisory tour. At the same time, 
will be a dedication service to be speaking from his New York head-
held on the calm shores of Lake quarters, Senator Robert Kennedy 
Waban. It i:s hoped that all will at- "in response to the overwhelming 
tend. demand of China's new revolution-
aries," agreed to send his barber to 
Peking. Chinese counter-revolution-






This week the Placement Office 
features: 
Jan, 27-Amalgated Bathroom 
Furniture, Inc. <Oshocton, 0.) 
Openings for statistical re.9earch· 
ers. No experience needed. 
Jan. 30-Playboy Club <Boston): 
One qualified girl, must meet rigid 
standards. Tape measure, . bed 
provided at interview. 
Jan. 31-Brookesley College Brook-
sley, Mass> SmaU girls' college 
has unusual oporlunity for an 
exceptional girl. Position open as 
combination Residence Director 
and College Dean. Varied duties; a 
laugh a minute. See Placement 
Office bulletin board for more I 
details. 
~ .. ... ". .. . 
Stock Market Busy 
In other developments stenuning 
from China's counter-revolution, 
heavy buying up of the British East 
India Company's stock has been re-
ported on the International Stock 
Exchange. Saturday, spokesmen for 
the company remarked upon the re-
cent high rise in trade with China, 
attributing it to the new leadership's 
enlightened trade policies. 
A late dispatch from the Soviet 
news agency in Peking has just con-
firmed the China Watcller's suspi-
cions. Preparations, according to 
Tass, are being made for the in· 
auguration of the new regime as the 
last holdouts of reactionary power 
have given way before the irrepres-
sible counter-revolution. Mass hyst-
eria reigns in China as Wuern 
sinologists warn of an imminent Mel-
low J?eril. 
opening !light film reviews. We there-
fore feel entitled to choose to pre-
miere in an atmosphere appropriate 
to the quality of tbe film we shall pre-
sent. 
"Our request is now that ours will 
be one of the films released at the 
Wellesley College Film Festival. We 
are sending under separate cover. one 
such film, so that you will be able to 
investigate its artistic nua.'!Ces and 
values before you commit yourself 
to a public showing." 
"Lapen-Lapen" Released 
The film arrived last week and was 
released to News reviewers yester-
day under the condition that no com-
ments be published until the Spring 
Festival. However, the Nepalese 
wire services have voided this agree-
ment by comme!lcing to print criti-
ques on the film in their American-
subsidized newspapers. Film Society, 
therefore, has consented to .a News 
release of its review today. 
Nepal's patrolled border is the set-
ting for this new genre of film. It 
is not escapist in nature-for there is 
no escape from either the mou.'ltains 
or the mounted guns supplied by the 
Indians and the Red Guard. The 
"cast of thousands" breaks the mold 
of movie production-no searching 
wanderlusts, no protesting marchers 
or lost souls-just thousands mingli!ig 
with each other rommunioating avid· 
ly in Nepalese. "Lapen-Lapen" says 
something to its audience. 
Art for Art's Sake 
There is no pseudo - artistry, no 
plot lost in photography, music or 
psychologies-rather, it lives. "Lapen· 
Lapen" avoids the pitfalls of modern 
film production. It does m~t resort 
to bedlam or bedrooms, to sensa-
C v111i111u·d on page eight 
All Departn1ents Play Games, 
Form Role Playing Monopolies 
English students in grueling process of role-playing. 
hy Vary Prijtim· '67 
Judging that the absence of chal-
lenge and rompetition in the class-
room was resPonsible for poor stu-
dent participation, the social science 
departments have substituted role-
playing for co!lventional 'leotures. 
Fearing to be one-upped, the English 
department has recently announced 
that it loo would join the game. 
Gamesmanship in political science 
courses takes on two forms: either 
members of the class assume roles to 
be acted out before the others--0r 
else a ready-made game-board ser-
ves as the field of action. I!l certain 
psychology courses, students "play" 
themselves and subsequenUy analyze 
their roles in relation to the group. 
Following Suit 
Upon noting the success of such 
teaching methods, shown by the over-
whelming enthusiasm a'ld seriousness 
with which the games are played, 
the English department decided that 
starting next month students will be 
asked to portray the characters in 
their assignment, whether in poetry, 
drama, the short story, or the novel. 
To provide greater realism, cos-
tumes will be made available. 
Shakespeare Society has offered to 
lend out its impressive collection of 
Elizabetha!l garb in return for efforts 
to recruit able actors for its produc-
tions. The Wellesley College Theatre 
is currently negotiating a similar ar· 
rangement. A spokesman fur the 
department, who did not wish to be 
identified, gloated that, "We think 
that the added glamor of COfitumes 
will sufficiently outweigh the attrac-
tions of tl'le political science depart-
ment." 
Understanding Marshall 
He maintained that the introduc-
tion of role-playing is "in keeping 
with 20th century trends-you know, 
McLuhan and all." Marshall McLu-
han, the abstruse but voguish com-
munications expert, has expounded on 
the rerversion in our age from reliance 
on the printed page to primitMstic 
multi-sensory means of comroonioa-
tion. McLuhan got his start as a?l 
Engli.sb teacher. 
Some members of the department 
foresaw difficulties with regard to 
casting. Said Mrs. Pamela Thwac-
kum, associate professor of English : 
"It is hard to see how we will be 
able lo cast all the male parts. How-
ever, awkward as it may prove, it 
would be very valuable for a girl 
to portray a character sueh as Lear.•· 
Play's the Thing 
She added that, "In any case, an 
all-female cast will be consooant 
with the practices of Elizabethan 
times, when it was customary for 
all the parts to be filled by members 
of o!le sex." 
According to Mrs. Thwackum, stu-
dents might be reluctant to lake 
on "negative" roles. Nevertheless, 
she predicted that a play like The 
Alchemist would not present pro-
blems: "Nearly everyone in the play 
is either a fool or a knave; so 
no ~ in the class need fear later 
ignomi!ly if her acting is overly 
convincing." 
Two Culture9 
As far as poetry is concerned, 
rore-playing will be limited to nar-
ratives such as Coleridge's "Christ-
abel" or conversation-poems like " A 
Valediction: Forbidding Mourning" 
by Donne, where the silent female 
rould be characterized by appropri-
ate gestures and facial expressions. 
The department has assured News 
that the plan is still in its embryonic 
stage and that professors a'lticipate 
many exciting developments. Among 
these is the possibility that interdis-
ciplinary programs may be instituted. 
Books Are Dead 
Said Mr. John Silver, assistant pro-
fessor of English, "We concede that 
the humanities have borrowed freely 
from the social sciences. 'Their ter-
mL'lOlogy crops up with astonishing 
frequency in English classes. Per· 
haps we could invite students of ab-
oonnal psychology to act out mental 
disorders in order to provide our stu-
dents wil!h a fuller grasp on Uris 
specialized vocabulary." 
The general feeli!lg seems to be 
that these innovations will bring 
literature "close to home" to make 
it "relevant" for those who have 
trouble reacting emotionally to the 
written word, 
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J.F.K. Institute Head Refutes 
Rumors of Bobby's Takeover 
Seminar Focuses on Red China 
by Tracy Trompson '68 
Once again the John F. Kennedy 
Institute is coming under attack. Now 
newspapers here and abroad are 
charging that Robert F. Kennedy 
plans to use the Institute as an "in-
tellectual springboard" to the White 
House. 
stitute." .The movement to place China in: its members to lead the seminars. 
It is true that Mrs. Jacqueline Ken- perspective continues et Wellesley. : Ten, both graduate students and pro. 
nedy is one of the 11 members of ARFEP <Americans for Reappraisal lessors, will come to Wellesley. 
it, "This is an exceptional opportuni-
ty for Wellesley-based China watchers 
to get a better idea of what is going 
OD 'in Red China today. We were 
extremely lucky to have obtained 
such eminent experts to conduct the 
seminar discussiom, especially Ed-
ward Chen, a former Communist 
party cadre, and Morris Wills, who 
has also recently come from China. 
The first sessions have been so suc-
CeMful that we feel no one should 
be discouraged by our original stu-
dent quota. We are trying harder to 
publicize trus series and encourage 
interested students, regardless of the 
extent of their knowledge of Chinese 
affairs, to attend." 
In the London SUnday Telegraph, 
Henry Fairlie said the Kennedy Lib-
rary Foundation was using the In-
stitute of Politics to "move in " on 
Harvard. The Washington Post 
put this article on the front page on 
Sun. Jan. 15. But Don K. Price, 
Dean of the Institute, dismissed the 
feasibility of the rumors about Sena-
tor Robert Kermedy. 
Institute Harvard-Controlled 
the Advisory Committee, due to an of Far Eastern Policy> is supple-
agreement with the Kennedy Library menting the ¢ferings of the Barnette-
Fund whidl requires a member of Miller Foundation and the Mayling 
the Kennedy family to be on the Soong Foundation with a non-credit 
Advisory Committee as Jong as Mrs. seminar on Communist China. 
Kennedy, Robert, or Edward Ken- The seminar, lro by China experts 
nedy lives. But the 10 others on from Harvard, is designed to fill 
the Committee include Douglas Oil- gaps left unfilled by the treatment of 
Ion, former Secretary of the Trea· China in the Asian history and gov-
sury, David B. Truman, Dean of ernment courses. Contemporary China 
Columbia College, Mrs. Philip Gra- will be examined in breadth if not 
ham, publisher of the Washington depth. Analyzed in tum will be the 
Post and New1week. W. Merell present state ol <Jiina's economic, 
Harriman is chairman. military, legal, educational and in-
This reporter attended the opening tellectual establishments; it foreign 
of the Institute three months ago policy, and of course its Maoist ~­
and was amused to note that Mrs. sion. 
Kennedy failed to say a single word Harvard Comes 
in the Press Conference. In any case, Taking advantage of the large 
The seminar has already had three 
sessions. Andrew Nathan, Ph.D. can-
didate at Harvard, spoke tint on 
the inevitability of the Communists' 
rise to power. He was followed by 
Edward Chen, a former Cormnunist 
Party cadre in Canton, who detailed 
his experience with various "strug-
gle" campaigns, mounted by the 
Party. Ellis Joffe, a research as-
sociate at the Harvard East Asian 
Research Center, the latest speaker, 
analyzed the latest of Communist 
China's vagaries, the Cultural Re-
volutfon. 
Open to All 
After three successful sessions, the 
coordinators of lhe seminar decided 
that the seminar, originally open lo 
only a select number, should be 
opened for the remainder of its ses-
sions to all interested. As Diane put 
The seminar sessions, scheduled ac-
cording, to the speakers' preferences, 
occur irregularly thouphout the 
semester. For the convemence of all 
students who might like lo attend, 
however, the seminar's coordinators 
have posted a schedule in the El 
Table. 
He said, " The Institute is intended 
to create a stockpile of firstclass 
men to serve government-all par-
ties, all points of view, Republicans 
and Democrats alike. No member 
of the Kennedy family has ever tried 
to influence the lnstitute's selection 
of faculty, associates, or fellows. . . 
There is no question that the Insti-
tute is run by Harvard and controlled 
by Harvard." 
it seems extremely unlikely that Mrs. coterie of China specialists of Har-
Keonedy could steamroller such an vard, the seminar's coordinators, 
eminent committee, which, in fact Diane Lum-king '67 and Tracy 
of power, is no more than a visiting j Thompson ·ss, have invited many of 
committee which has little control ----------------------------
Richard E. Neustadt, director of the 
Institute agreed by saying that "The 
questions we pursue as matters of 
serious intellectual curiousity to the 
faculty do not put the faculty on call 
or contract to politicians. But the 
Kermedys have leaned over back· 
ward not to interfere with the In-
ov~~ :te~n~~t~~:\~:~~:~":.:imes Students Assess Year Abroad 
last Sunday, Hprvard professors dis-
counted any threat to Harvard by the 
Kennedys with the following com- bl· G 1;1 Mi •dal ·67 
ments: . "It might be easier to get I Are yo~ si~k of \he routine, the 
control of the government than of System, IT? Want to Get Away? 
Harvard." And: "Harvard was here Simply flipped out? Well, then, try 
before the government." Junior Year Abroad. 
~~K:>OK:>OK::>OK:>OK:>OK:>OK:>OK:>O~K:>O><=::>-OQ 
Q Thi~d Annual V ale_n~ine Con.test Q 
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298 Washington St., Wellesley Hills 
(One Block from Route 9} 
Open Mon.-Sot. 9:30-6 Wed. 'til 9-235-4347 
Thus seems the opinion of those-
who-ought-to-know, the fifteen sen-
iors who spent last year away from 
Wellesley. Whether you study in 
Paris (at the Sorbonne or the Aca-
demic) , in Italy (at the Universait di 
Firenza), or at Princeton (in Critical 
Languages), for the slightly hung-up-
and what sophomore isn't?-two ad-
vantages prevail: You do get away 
for an entire year; more important, 
Wellesley seems better when you get 
back. 
Increased Appreciation 
"Regardless of the problems, it's 
an experience every Wellesley girl 
should have," says Audie Bock '67, 
who was at the Sorbonne last year, 
"because you really get to appreciate 
Wellesley a lot more." 
Ginny Taylor '67, who also studied 
at the Sorbonne, repeated this sen-
timent. "When I left Wellesley," she 
said, "I felt trapped, felt that here 
my learning experience, social life 
were being channeled by an outside 
force. When I returned this year, 
however, I felt that I could work with 
the structure, rather than have the 
structure of Wellesley form me." 
"My attitude toward academics has 
changed similarly," continued Ginny. 
"Perhaps it's because of my friends 
there, perhaps because the education-
al approach I studied under was so 
different from ours, I now find my-
self much more interested in learn-
ing for the sake of learning, rather 
At 
Jay Peak, Vermont 
all this 
and Walter too! 
*New 61 passenger tram triples 
your skiing time 
*Walter Foeger's famous Natur 
Tekn1k Ski School 
* Instant TV replay 
*Over 40 trails and slopes 
* New England's finest night club 
4,000 ft . atop Jay Peak 
*Attractive ski week rates 
WOlllO'S MOSr PROCRESSll't SKI RUOllT 
P 0 llo<th lrOJ, VI ""°"' (I0219U.Hll 
....... lut •• t ... -...-i .... ~ ...... 
Among laat year'• juniora abroad are Sally MaeKinnon, Audie Bock, and 
Virginia Taylor. 
than in order to do well." I my closest friends turned out to be 
Influence htdlrecl other American students." 
Yet Wellesley, the Sweetbriar Pro- I Round-Trip 'ncket 
gram on which the two girls went, "Another factor that, for better or 
and the Sorbonne innuenced the for worse, restricts your involvement 
year's experiences only indirectly. is the constant knowledge that in one 
"Junior Year Abroad had very little year you are returning to the U.S.," 
to do with Wellesley at all," com- explained Audie. "You know you arc 
mented Audie. coming back, and that it will be hard 
Explained Ginny, "Perhaps it was 10 return, so you don't Jet yourself 
not even necessary to be in France become involved deeply enough to 
in order to get tke experience that I I make you forfeit your American 
found most important last year. What education." 
was significant was that for the first ' Despite the complications, how-time I was living in a city, and that 
ever, you do become involved. You 
I was living alone in a family with do begin to feel at home and happy 
whom-for all their warmth-I had in the new life. So much so that when 
no !ea! rapport .. I had to learn to a Paris policeman in full costume 
motivate myself m order to do any- , 1. h. h t h ·t tak s th. .. 1ps 1s a as e passes, 1 e 
mg. a few seconds before you realize that 
Learn About Sell you should be stunned and silently 
"In this setting," she continued, I exclaim, "My God, this is Parisi" 
"you learned-you were . forced to ' DUftcuU Translttoa 
learn-about yourself. Smee there 
were no expectations or pre-conceived 
ideas that others had of you, no 
image to live up to and no condi-
tioned behavior pattern to automa-
tically follow, I was allowed to re-
cognize what at this point in my life 
I really was. 
"All the pictures of myself that 
had been developed as I did, each 
one blurring and being blurred by all 
the ones underneath, were focused in 
one clear frame. In Europe, with no 
parents, no school friends,--only me 
in my condensed form,-1 gradually 
became aware of what that form 
was." 
In Another Culture 
The more obvious aim of the 
Abroad Program-not only to learn 
about, but also to live in another 
culture while studying-is in some 
ways more difficult to achieve. It is 
hard to deeply immerse yourself in 
French life. 
"For example," said Ginny, "it was 
very bard to meet people at the 
Sorbonne, where there is no ex-
tracurricular campus life. The French 
boys that I did meet I found rather 
narrow-minded and uninteresting. The 
unconservative French, on the other 
hand, dislike Americans. Therefore, 
What happens then, you ask? Why, 
then, you have to return home and to 
readjust once more. This transition 
is also often not easy. "I went 
through a decompression period when 
I got back," admitted Audie. "I only 
went around with French people for 
a month-I couldn't take Americans." 
And so on. 
The programs abroad obviously 
present many problems. But on the 
whole, they seem to be manageable 
and enjoyable problems-the kind 
that are nice not only to have over, 
but also to live through. 
So, if you're interested in langu-
ages, looking for adventure, or sim-
ply hung-up and flipped out, the word 
from Junior Year Abroad seems to 
be-try it. 
RECRUITER SCHEDULE 
Recndtera thLI week at tbe Plaee-
ment Offtc:e are: 
Jan. 27-New England Telephone 
and Telegraph Co. (aecoad dayl 
Jan. »-Hanard Ualnnlty 
Ju, 31-Harvard Univenib' <ee-
eoed day) 
Feb. !-United states Deparimea& 
of Labor 
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EberhartSeesLife'sPolesinPoetry Pres~dential Report Discu.sses 
Curricula, College lnnovat1ons 
by Barbara Fume '69 
Ridlard Eberhart came to Wel· 
lesley Mon. Jan. 23, with a back-
ground colored by the Navy, the 
Butcher Polish Company, the Bol· 
lingen Prize in 1962, and the Pulitzer 
Prize in 1966, and with an assort· 
men~ of poetry, lyrical and probing. 
by Kathleen Thomas '69 
Mr. Eberhart dedicate part of 
his poem, "Brotherhood of Men," 
written about World War II, to the 
men now fighting in another war. 
Though declining to mix poetry and 
politics, Mr. Eberhart did intimate 
in his poem his attitude toward the 
description of war. 
"From chaos I came to greater 
chaos," Eberhart begins and goes on 
to reveal his growing awareness of 
a disordered unity among men, and 
his vision of brotherhood, easily 
broken by madness and war. 
Chaucer's "Legend of Good Wo-
men" sprang to mind as Mr. Eber-
hart introduced a longer poem en· wind." 
Poet Richard Eberhart speaks with Diane Baer '67 
someone else's property. Death 
drives humans off as outlaws on 
God's property "wishing a tangible 
good from lhe unknown." 
Two months ago Miss Margaret 
Clapp's final report as president of 
Wellesley College was distributed to 
faculty and alumnae. Although most 
of the subject material focused on 
widely felt changes in curricula ad· 
minlstration and finances, a few of 
the major innovations within the past 
two years are worth mentioning. 
Along with substantial course revi-
sion to complement the new trimester 
study cycle, many departments initi· 
ad widesale revisions of their intro-
ductory courses. An example is Phy· 
sics 101-the pooling of the common 
interests of the physics, chemistry, 
geology and astronomy departments. 
Extradepartmental Courses 
Extradepartmental offerings in sub-
jects ranging from a synopsis of 
Chinese civilization to the evolution 
of scientific thought supplemented in 
lecture series the regular departmental 
offerings. The Edith Stix Wasserman 
foundation made possible the exten-
titled "Legend of Viable Woman." The tone is established of horror 
After a parade of women "bedazzling and joy inherent in the srune object, 
of intelligence," "Waldorf of elegant an almost Keatsian motif of attain-
fluff," "a spendthrift of morality," ing beauty and immortality only by 
~~~eo~~~est~~ w~~:~~~:St:f !~:~ recognizing ..t~C::un:1:; .. opposites. Watson o" IBM Will Lecture 
sonalities. In "Groundhog," Eberhart con tin-I 'J 
For Woman Only ~es his reactions to hfc and death 0 Educat;on and the Computer Eberhart calls for the love U1at is 10 lhe portrayal of a dead groundhog ll " 
"as a breath and songs," that has found on a June day "amid the 
a form "free and brown" as an golden fields." There seemed to be 
Eskimo girl. The vision of_ women life in the animal's death ; the acti-
becomes softer in the last stanzas. vitv of maggots rose to a fever of 
Shifting to the essence of womcn.
1 
intensity 
El~r1i:3rt employs l1mg vuwel sounds The transformation of groundhog to 
to 1m1tate the flowmg sounds or hair and bleached bones is accom-
the sea. The unexplainable "she" is panied by the change of the poet's 
washed in "unalterable tides," "tides attilude. At first angry with death's 
of passion," and her flesh, a rich. grimness and with his curiosity about 
watery symbol, connects her to it the poet "poked him with an 
the "mothers of umbilical time." a~gry stick." Later he loses "both 
Psychic T?ur love and loathing," the groundhog 
Mr. Eberhart mentioned that by becoming as "beautiful as architec-
looking at three decades of his ·wri_L- ture." 
ing, he could travel on a psychic Childhood Recalled 
tour of what his impressions of life "If I Could Only Live at the Pitch 
had been and become. Selecting "For That is Near Madness' and "The 
a Lamb" as an illustration, he had I Hcrse Chestnut Tree" arc two parti-
the audience picture a dead tamb with · cularly distinct poems, concerning the 
its head lying on a pillow of daisies. · chaos of the world contrasted with 
Arthur K. Watson Proj~cting the sensory image or a the perfection of ooildhood." Both 
"putrid lamb" Eberhart then em- poems encircle a quality that is at 
ploys a "transcendental" touch. once the reality of children and the The junior class is embarking on 
Picturing .the gre~t depth of ~e sleep perplexity of the world. an experiment. Setting a precedent, 
he lets. th~ last lme~ _float: S~y the Recalling Dylan Thomas' "Fern the class is sponsoring an all-college 
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The big Spring issue of MODERN 
BRIDE is a honeymoon special-with 
complete information on hotel living 
for newlyweds. You'll also get the 
bride's-eye view of special honeymoon 
delights from the Pocono Mountains 
to the Virgin Islands ... learn the 
answers to the questions college girls 
ask most about marriage ... preview 
heavenly bridal and trousseau fash· 
ions .. . AND learn how you can win 
a lavish, paid/for honeymoon in ro-
mantic St. Thomas, Virgin Islands. 
JUST 75¢- ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL 
HALf·PRICE STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION RATE 
AVAILABLE THROUGH COLLEGE BOOKSTORES 
to the "violent, vivid, and of infinite man of the board of IBM World 
possibility" childhood of the poet. Trade Corporation. Mr. Watson will 
Standing " immaculate in the Ego," speak on "Education and the Com· 
Ebertiart "eyed the world with all puter" on Wed., Feb. 1, at 7:30 p.m. 
delight." "Reality" became all that in Pendleton. 
he could see. With the passing of Nancy Kellogg, president of the 
time came a demand for a "moral junior class and personally acquain-
answer." By replying, the child died, led with Mr. Watson, promises a 
and chaos entered, with truth pictur- speaker with a "no-business ap-
ed as a "red babe" taking us back proach" and "a great sense of 
to the origins of reality in the child. humor." Noting IBM's prominence in 
In the latter poem, the boys rush American society she hopes the pro-
to an old chestnut tree to obtain 1 gram will have a wide appeal. 
something shiny and round, some- His Corporate Pedigree 
thing of beauty, only to be driven off 1 Mr. Watson received his B.A. from 
- A I 
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Yale in 1942. He joined IBM in 1947, 
and wih the Ionnation of IBM 
World Trade Corporation as a wholly. 
owned subsidiary in Sept. 1949, Mr. 
Watson was elected vice president 
and director. 
Elected president of the IBM World 
Trade Corporation in 1954, he became 
chairman of the board and head 
of the corporate parent company in 
1963. In 1966, be was also elected to 
the newly-created post of vice-chair· 
man of the IBM ·board of directors. 
Married Students 
Win Scholarships 
·At a recent meeting, the Scholar-
ship Committee voted to change its 
policy on financial aid for married 
students, according to Miss Jean 
Crawford, Chairman of the Scholar· 
ship Committee. Starting with the 
academic year 1967-68, married stu· 
dents who have previously had finan-
cial aid from the College may apply 
for continuing assistance up to a 
maximum of the fee for nonresident 
students. 
Parents will be expected to provide 
support at ·the previous level aod 
supplementary information concern-
ing the young couple's own financial 
resources will be required. Ordinarily 
awards will continue to be made in 
the same form, that is, a combination 
of gift, loan, and work guarantee. 
Members of the Class of 1968 and 
the Class of 1969 whose status as 
financial aid applicants is affected 
by the new policy should make an 
appointment to see Mrs. Eugene W. 
Davis in the Financial Aid Office, 351 
Green Hall, as soon as possible. 
Faculty ... 
Continued from page six 
from John Hopkins, and studied at 
the University of Dijon for two years 
on a Fulbright. The result of his 
research on Amedeus VI, The Green 
Count of Savoy, is soon to be publish-
ed by Princeton University Press. 
A member of the Wellesley faculty 
since 1957, Miss Craig is a graduate 
of Oberlin and bolds a Ph.D. from 
Yale. Her field of interest has been 
Spenser; her article on "The Secret 
of Spenser's Language" will be pub-
lished shortly in a collection of 
Renaissance literary essays. She is 
presently working on a book defining 
the proper functions of critical theory 
through an historical survey. 
Mrs. Green holds the B.A. degree 
from Wellesley, and the M.A. and 
Ph.D. degrees from Radcliffe. She 
joined the Wellesley faculty in 1957, 
and from 1956-1958 -was also a Teach-
ing Fellow at Harvard. Her fie1d of 
special interest in Soviet government. 
She has contributed a number of art-
icles to political science journals. 
Mrs. Shirnony, a graduate of North-
western with a Ph.D. from Yale, 
joined the Wellasley faculty in 1961. 
sion of courses in Chinese history, 
and a three year trial period of 
Chinese language for the growing 
number of students interested in th.is 
field. 
The change in schedules resulting 
from the shift into a trimester pro· 
gram definitely placed a higher work 
load on the faculty. This was due in 
pan to the addition of another cycle 
of introductions, tests, and grading 
fewer days intervening. But the 
new curriculum was received with 
enthusiasm by most students. 
"Possibly some of the burden will 
be eased if the faculty will decide 
which courses are essential to each 
discipline and must be maintained if 
a major is offered, and which ones 
should be maintained only if the 
faculty members have time to include 
them," suggested Miss Clapp. 
Acqul5ltlons 
Among the various grants Wel-
lesley has received in the past two 
years is that of 80 acres of woodland 
on the opposite shore of Lake Waban 
bequeathed to the college by Miss 
Louisa Hunnewell. The two most 
\ignificant additions to teaching 
equipment were the electron micro· 
scope and histo-chemical laboratories 
in Sage and the 24" telescope, the 
gift of Margaret Sawyer. 
One very large bequest from Alice 
Stevens '91, awards $7 ,000 a year to 
an alumna in order to live, travel or 
study abroad in order that new in· 
sights may be brought into United 
States communities as a result of her 
experiences. 
Increased Fees 
A financial review shows an in· 
crease in the tuition, room and board 
fee from $2800 to $3100 per year cf· 
fective next fall. The average faculty 
salary has increased by 4% from the 
previous two years with the greatest 
increase in the salaries of instructors. 
lit the last two years more than six 
million dollars have come to the col-
lege, 68 per cent of it from alumnae. 
It is interesting to note that the 
percentage of accepted applicants who 
decided to go elsewhere last year de· 
clined to about half the number of 
ten years ago. Also the percent of 
graduates who go on to further stu· 
dies has increased from 10 per cent 
in 1946 to 40 per cent in 1965. 
In Closing 
Miss Clapp suggested several areas 
which could be improved if time and 
finances permitted it. Suggestions in· 
eluded the renovation of the acade· 
mic buildings and expansion of lib· 
rary facilities. 
The last paragraph finishes not 
only a presidential report, b~t also 
nearly two decades of service as 
president of the College. "This being 
my last report, a paragraph is per· 
missible I trust, which is not limited 
, . .. 
to the two years under review, 
wrote Miss Clapp. "Quite simply I 
want to express my thanks .... I am 
grateful for the opportunities which 
I have had to learn and work here, 
for the friendships formed, and for 
the many kindnesses of which I have 
been the beneficiary in recent months 
. . . I am grateful for the desire in 
this College to excel in sound learn· 
ing and living, for the prevailing 
spirit of inquiry, integrity, and con· 
cern for others, and for the quality 
of the people, past and present, who 
together have created the Wellesley 
we now know-for all the work the 
College has done . . . . in calling to 
womanhood to come up higher, to 
prepare .herself for great conflicts, 
for vast reforms in social life, for 
noblest usefulness." 
Her publications include Conserva-
tism Among the Iroquois at the Six 
Nations Reserve, based on two years 
of field work at Six Nations Reserva-
tion in Canada, and many articles 
in anthropology journals. 
After graduating from Vassar, Mrs. 
Stadler received the M.A. and Ph.D. 
degrees from Radcliffe. Among her 
fields of interest is Kant. She has con· 
tributed two chapters to a book on 
Kant to be published shortly. She 
bas also written numerous articles 
and lectured widely in her field. 
Miss Vaughan, a member of the 
Wellesley faculty since 1962, is a 
graduate of Russell Sage College, 
from which she also holds an M.A. 
' 
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Extra-Curriculu1n 
Contrary to fears o~ the part of some. increased mobility has 
Mixed Media Yield Nightmare 
not meant decreased participation in activities on the Wellesley by Pe1111y Or111er "69 
· h d Th h It's Like a ... Nightmare! The 
campus. Quite the opposite has appenc . oug we cannot pre- Caravan Theatre Company calls its 
tend to any connection between cars and the blossoming of a bevy production of It's Like a . • • "a 
of student-led seminars on campus. yet News feels that these groups mixed media 'scene,' involving 
provide one very l!OOd reason for sticking around. 1 performers, audience, films. slides, 
~ - dance and music." The spectator 
The seminars are e\idence of an active interest among students though it was better described as a 
in contemporary problems and developments from Vietnam to the bad dream. 
Upon C'ntering the Harvard-Ep-
best-seller list. From all reports both students and faculty are en- worth Memorial Church, you are 
thusiastic about their conception. their p rogress and their prospects given a rectangular piece of colored 
for the future. New.1 joins in this enthusiasm. paper. designated "rebirth card." 
We sec the seminars as healthy supplements to the curriculum. 
and shown a sign saying: "Be sure 
to take a REBIRTH CARD. On it 
write what you would like to be if 
all were Possible." 
Making Masks 
Far from indicating defects in the curriculum (which in fact already 
includes cour~es on some of the same topics) they seem to point 
instead to the desire of students to come to terms by themselves Then you move into the auditorium 
with the issues of today. Thus. the seriousness of purpose that char- where you notice the absence of a , 
acterizcs the seminars. They have assignments. reading lists and stage. The room vibrates from the I 
b k h I · · - h · f I loud tones of a jazz duet and the even r~serv~ oo s e ve.s in the_ library. Y ct sue seriousness o pur- flashing of spot lights and slides 
pose 1s unique!) combined with freedom from pressures - no I on the walls. A row of tables and 
grades. no fea~somc tcac~ers. no classroom form.ality. no work un- c~airs line~ each '~a~l. Ba~l~ns. 
less you want 1t, for they re voluntary. We 're delighted. aren't you'? ci epe pap~•· and pai t~ dee~• at~ons 
------------------ appear amidst and psycheclehc hght 
The Reader Writes 
Vital Contribution 1see the AAUP. Bulletins in the lih-
rar). especially the .June issues i pub-
effects. 
~ 
To the editor: lishes annual surveys of faculty sal-
on behalf of the Civil Rights Group ,,alar!e, and rates colleges for the:ir 
I would like to thank all those who :iverage and mimmum levels. Some 
gave their support to the Sign Away years ago Wellesley achie\'ed grades 
Dinner. 898 students signed the dorm- I of B and A. outrankC'd only be a fe\1 
itory lists , which will amount to a umversities and Amherst, Brooklyn. 
total of $449 towards the Crawfords- City. and Queens Colleges. Today 
ville piggery. This is about $100 less Wellesley's grades are B and -B: the 
than was raised last year for Opera- College is outranked by Va~sar. 
tion Exodus. However, proceeds from Smith. Mount Holyoke, Bryn Mawr. 
donuts and individual contributions of course Radcliffe and Barnard. and 
will enable oo to send about $1000 to by many. many others. 
As you sit clown, a masked actor 
commands you to make a mask for 
your~elf. using the materials on the 
table. Tht>::"e consist of halves of 
paper plates. string, crayons. strands 
of 9olored paper, :md scissor,.; . While 
you create your mask. slides of 
marc~ing hands. children. flowers. I 
neon signs. and fire eng111t•s con-
tinue dancing on the ,,·alls. A tech-
Slides projected on walls and actors create the environment for the per-
formers of "It's like a party, like a happening ... " now being presented 
by the Caravan Theatre. 
Mr. Calvin Turner within the next 
two months. As money is essential at 
this crucial point in Crawfordsville's 
struggle for employment and basic 
rights, our contribution is vital. 
Sincerely yoors, 
Stephanie D. Judson '68 
Secretary, Civil Rights Group 
Economic Impact 
To the editor: 
One of the most fundamental prin-
ciples of economics is that of op-
portunity cost-it also applies to 
most things in life. The undergraduate 
who plays bridge of an evening knows 
perfectly well she is giving up study 
time: the economist says that the 
cost of her fun at bridge is what 
she might have learned by studying 
or the fun she might have had watch-
ing TV, or whatever the next best 
alternative to bridge might have 
brought. I leave it to you to work out 
the opportunity costs of a date r a> 
blind, and (b > known. The economist 
says that most choices at Wellesley 
College are clearer when posed in 
tenns of opportunity cost: that ad-
ditional lighting, for example does 
not cost dollars, but additional 
copies of reserved books, or more 
equipment in a laboratory, or new 
blackboards in a classroom, and so 
on. 
Believing, perhaps naively, that the 
primary goal of a college is academic 
education and that the primary re-
Nobody needs a course in econo· 
mies to understand the inver.>e re-
lationship between price and quality: 
all you need to do is watch the size 
of a nickel Hershey bar. If faculty 
salaries remain low, if they don 't 
start climbing back up, the 
new faculty who come will not be 
as competC'l1t at those who go el~e­
w.here. The opportunity cost of a re-
duction in parking fee, of redecorat-
ing a dormitory, of subsidising a 
new student organization or contri-
buting College funds to a worthy 
off-campus cause, may very well 
be a lower quality of education. 
Understand that posing a question 
in these terms does not automatically 
answer it; you still have to make the 
judgement. You may very well decide 
that raising faculty salaries costs 
too much in terms of inefficient 
equipment, hazardous driving, and 
squalid surroundings: But keep the I 
facts in mind. I 
Sincerely, 
Carolyn S. Bell 
professor of economics 
March 10 and 11 are the dates 
for Experimental Theatre Work-
ship P1·oduction. Anyone who 
thinks she would be interested in 
directing a one-act play or a I 
scene from a longer work should 
contact Nancy Hughes in Davis 
or Deborah Davis in Tower very 
source is faculty time, I would like soon. 
to persuade my readers that the ------------
central opJ.>Ortunity cost of almost 
anything proposed at Wellesley that 
involves the expenditure of College Amazing as it may seem, College j 
funds is the quality of education. In Government elections start this 
any case, persuaded or not, you I Friday. Nomination for all C.G. 
stiould be interested in the following offices run from Friday to Tues. 
facts. day noon, Jan. 27-31. NOW is the 
nical dC'Vice placing mirrors at performance. The moderator. Martin 
angles in front ·or the lens of the Ep;.tt•in. explains that it is lhe hour 
projector cau.ses parts of a single of rebirth. But, in order to be re-
slidc lo appear on the different born. it is n(.'CC.ssary lo have a 
walls simultaneously. creation. The problem. therefore, is 
Exchange of Self to devise a myth of creation. 
When your mask IS completed ancl Creation Myth 
rebirth cards are collected. the actors The erration myth becomes a 
begin a "parade of many identities." primeval fertility ritC'. The chant 
You remain on the floor while the "wt• arc one ... egg: we are one .. 
rebirth cards are redistributed your egg," the candle light procession, and 
"self is exchanged." the creation myth itself actually 
The actors then begin a pantomimC' satirize religion. 
ritual that lasts for the rest of the The fertility rites progress lo :r 
Editor's Note: The following is a poem by Mary E. Forbes, a 90-year-
old poet brought up in Assam on her father's tea plantation. Raised by 
English relatives who were in the British Civil Servrce in India, Miss 
Forbes was able to meet many of India's most distinguished citizens, 
among them Pundit Jahwaralal Nehru and his two nieces, who attended 
Wellesley. Now an American citizen living in a nursing home in Newton 
Centre, Miss Forbes is a member of the New England Poetry Club and 
the London Poetry Society. She has also published poems in the Boston 
Herald. She says she has addressed this poem to Wellesley, because 
"Wellesley graduates are famous for getting things done in the world .. 
I look to the young women who will be taking over 1n the world ... 
and wish [they) . .. could force our men to give up war. It is American 
women, more than all others,who can save our world , if 1t can be saved 
now.'' 
WHAT WOMEN WANT, AND MAY THE MEN FORGIVE US! 
The C"ountry'x in a frighlful fix; in Wa:<hinglon, the trend 
Is, :>:e,·er mind the money. Boys. spend, and spend, and s11end. 
DeGanlle is hurling thrt-alx 111 us. and slralning al our purse, 
The \\'ar ix drh·ing us 10 cl rink; 1hings \'On ld nol well be worse. 
So I suggest to dear 1hings np - !'o:o personal intent, 
That what the <'ountry needs now, is, a Woman President. 
Some men ''on'L like it; 1h<>y're too used to 'do<·trinating us; 
They are really kindly <·rea111res, but they're surP to make a fuss. 
But we've been taking t·are of man sinn! firsl we cooked his food, 
Drought 1111 his babies, made hi s bed, and soothed his angry mood . 
And all we want 10 do, be!'ause, we're '' ive.<i and mothers s till, 
Is, show you how to run a war, without the need to kill. 
It only needs a willingness to share our affluem·e, 
And understand a lilt le. and so we want the !'hance 
To show how we c·an break thP bar that's holding peace at bay; 
With a woman in the While House, we could do it right away. What say? 
The College faculty salary scale time to think wholeheartedJy about 
runs from $6,000 to $12,000 r begin- I talented people to nominate for 
ning salary for a full professor> and C.G. posts. Talented people can Owi.ed, oper~t...i, and P"bhsh~ weekly on Tlumday, S.,.t ..... ~· throo.p Ma, 'nclalitw 
over. College contributions to pension start thinking about campaigns. ucei:t ounnl." rlmstmas and sprinc v•utinn• and dunnc uam:nabOn p.rioda .o,, •lie 
funds compensate these sums, but the Elections run on a strict schedule, w.,11,.si"l' l-oll~i:e News. oi£ices in Grrrn Hall. W•llrslev CoU~e. Wellnley. "ifus. 01181. 
T .,Jephon" 235·05-15 and 235-0320. "xtensaor. 270. Circulahon 2!100 tn otudmts ( mmaded 
average compensation 1 not just sal- with an intermission for Winter In t•uuon i and to t•culty, plus 500 aub<mp:ions, 500 ofhce ropin. Subtlc:npt\oe M.75 
aryl in 1965-66 was $12,114. Over ten I Recess, 90 be sure t-0 take note per ann11n1. !>ttnnd class postage paid • .Bo1'1m. Ma'lt., uncle· tu act ol Morell I, lHT. 
Represented •or National Advemsm11 n. National A•••tUMal S........ 1.ic.. percent of all families in the College I of voting hours, and vote thought- F.<li1or-m-Ch1e/ f <'nv Pristin •r; Thea Drvine '69 
receive lar.,aer incomes than this I fully. Auoc111•t> Ed11°' Donna l>l<'kenano '67 Carol)n Foster '69 
Mana::i-1:: £dttor1 Robin Bledsoe '67 - Chru Fram: '69 
amount, and clearly many members Jan. LeVln '67 Barbara Fume '69 
f h · I u r 1 Nc1D1 Editor Susie Lm'it'r '6i Priscilla Kerbln '08 0 t e present semor C ass at ne - __ /unror t:d•torial Board )an" Canter '68 Joan Manbeimer '68 
lesley can look forward to earning t· · · dis · I Susan r°'t .. , '68 Nancy Ross '69 SEC ls con mumg its cuss1ons Anne ~artin •611 Carol Sachs '69 
more in June than some of the pre- with the Curriculum Committee 
1 
Wendy Moonan '611 Barbara Scblatn '69 
sent faculty. !Twenty per cent of the about "pass-fail" grading. SEC I . Susan Spr.&u '68 Ann Sherwood '69 Fat Worsley '68 Kathleen Thomas '69 families in the country whose house- chairman Ann Rosewater '67 urges Wendy w-~ ·68 Amanda WilH '68 
hold heads completed four years of th · · l 0110111 £d11or Susan Scott '6'1 Ly Williama '69 
students to express e1r views Phntoi:roph11 F.rlrfor Karin kosenthal '67 
college had incomes over $15,000>. "for" and "against" changing the ~'"°"'"'~Editor 
M · th ,.. t Cale Munson 'AS oreover, m e pao• wo years present grading system to SEC Cartoonuf Star Black 'RS 
Wellesley has lost ground to other and Curriculum Committee mem- Rcoonm Jean Arrins:ton '6!1 
academic institutions. The American Ann Carter '69 hers. Betty Inmy '69 Association of University Professors 
Senior Reporten 
Ann Annlt!On1 '67 
Dorothy Clancy '67 
C thla Green '67 
ynGall Migdal '87 
Ami• Mans1 'fl'T 
mating ritual. The chase emphasizes 
the balance between sensuality and 
violence. The violent aspect leads 
to war rites. 
Important Questions 
The play considers important 
question: creation, religion, war, and 
man's primevnl urges. It comments 
on lhe ritualistic aspects of man 's 
existence. Yet, the exaggerated dis-
tortion of the pantomime, the psyche-
delic lighting, and the length of each 
scene detract from the impact. The 
play loses its contact with real hu-
manity and becomes merely a cari-
cature of pre-civilized man. 
The script, written by Stan Edel-
son th.rough a process -0f group im-
provisation, lacks subtlety. If more 
subtle, the ideas would have been 
more applicable to modern man, As 
it is, realicy is transformed into 
an inhuman game. or, at best, an 
unsophisticated human game, which 
is not representative of human life. 
Acting Suffers 
The acting in the Caravan pro-
duction was as blatant and unsubtle 
as the script. The pantomime was 
too exaggerated, even to portray 
man's basest nature. The group pan-
tomime lacked synchronization. The 
company's emphasis was obviously 
less on acting, directing, and tradi-
tional dramatic effects than on ex-
perimental techniqu~. Perhaps, 
traditional aspects of the theatre 
should be supplemented by new ef-
fects in lighting, staging, and design 
but they should not be replaced by 
these innovations. 
The Caravan Theatre is an ex-
perimental theatre group. It is now 
in its second winter season. The 
next performance of It's Like a ... 
will be Jan. 29, at 9:00 p.m .. at Club 
47 in Cambridge. 
81uinc1' Mana1tcr1 Nancy Adler '&8 
Bdlc H11Rnj.' '68 
Crrc11'11t1nn ManalfCI' Andy Crundfest '68 
Advrrtulng Mil"· Linda Krakoff '67 
Clw-ryl Hepburu '68 
Photoiirahp)' Staff 
Lay-Out Staff 
Jenny Cook '69 
Diane EdwRrds '70 
~nncy E>·lcr '6<i 
Marsha Forl'man '68 
Ruth Rosl'nhlatt '69 
Marilyn Tamburro '69 
Associate R<'porters Judy Che<'k '70 
Mary Ent..rlirw '70 
Kristin Elliot '67 
Demi<' Kul7 '6& 
Helen Lypurn '71J 
Penny Qrtnn '69 
Loui.sc Rit\man '611 
Susan Shapr- ·~ 
Pat Stillw.-11 '67 
Tracy Thompson '68 
Tay Wilkins '70 
Tho op1n1ons expressed in this news-
paper aro not necessarily those of \be 
Administration. 
rn l!irt.rn ~rt.rnw 
cc®IL11rn«arn iVews 
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ET Presents 'Taste of Honey,' 
Poignant Tale of London Girl Linowitz to Tall~ at Graduation 
Sol M. Linowitz, United States Am- 1 assignment, one of the administra- in a way that matches government 
bassador to the Organization of lion's main foreign affairs consultants programs." 
American States and United States from the business community. A recent article in Newsweek ap-
Representative on the International In a New York Times interview im- praised his impact on the Organiza-
Committee for the Alliance for Pro- mediately after his appointment he tion of American States after three 
gress will be the speaker at Com- described his decision to abandon months in office. It emphasized the 
mencement, announced Sunny Locke, business as motivated by an "im- importance of his attempts to deter 
president of the senior class al the mense opportunity to do much more." the development of a Latin Ameri-
class meeting this afternoon. He is noted for having taken a lead- can arms race. He has pushed for a 
Mr. Linowitz was appointed to these ing role in trying to encourage in- voluntary agreement to limit pur-
positions by President Johnson in terest and participation by United chases of heavy weapons and super-
Octobcr of last year . A lawyer and States businessmen in foreign affairs. sonic planes and at present six 
business executive, Mr. Linowitz was In the same interview he s t<'jted , nations have indicated that they 
formerly chief executive and chair- " Business must expose itself lo the favor such a pact. The article stres-
man of the board of Xerox Interna- kind of long-range foreign policy con- sed that he has quickly become one 
lional Incorporated. He resigned his siderations that the government is of the President's top advisors on 
position to assume the government involved in. The fact is business has I the formulation of Latin American 
posts. He had been , prior to his not enough tried to chart its course Policy. 
Dean May of Yale to Speak 
On Candide, Voltaire et Nous 
Appearing in this weekend 's ET production of 'A Taste of Honey' are 
(I. tor.) Nancy Decker '69 as Jo, Liz Stuppi '68 as Helen, and John Rose 
as Peter. The play, written by Shelagh Delaney, will be performed Fri. 
and Sat., Jan. 27 and 28 at 3 p.m. in Jewett. Debby Davis '67 will direct. 
pho to by Nam)' Hy ler '69 
President Adams Announces 
Thirteen Faculty Pro1notions 
Promotions of seven faculty mern- has written on the ancient myth of 
bers to the rank of professor, five "Tristan and Iseult," the work of 
members to that of associate profes- Baudelaire and Edgar Allen Poe and 
sor, and one to assistant professor contempcrary authors. He is the 
were announced today by President author of a book on L'Esthetique d' 
Ruth M. Adams. Antoine de Saint Exupery, published 
To assume the rank of professor in France in 1957, and in 1965 was 
in 1967-1968 are : Mrs. Alice B. Col- named a Chevalier de l'Ordre des 
burn, history: David R. Ferry, Eng- Palmes Academiques by the French 
lish; Miss Phyllis J. Fleming, phy- Republic. 
sics: Carlo R. Francois, French : Miss Rock. the recipient of B.S. 
Miss Elizabeth J. Rock, chemistry: degree from the College of Mt. Saint 
Miss Eleanor R. Webster, chemistry, Vincent, the M.A. from Smith and the 
and Miss Claire Zimmerman, psy- Bh.D. from Pennsylvania State, came 
chology. to Wellesley in 1959. A specialist in 
Georges May, dean of Yale College 
and noted scholar of F rench litera-
ture, will speak on " Candide, Voltaire 
et Nous" Tues., Jan. 31 al 7:30 p.m. 
in Pendleton. Sponsored by the 
French department, the lecture will 
be delivered in French. 
Dean May has specialized in 
French literature of the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries. His book, 
Le Dilemme du roman au 18e siecle, 
was published in 1963 in Paris and 
subsequently in this country by the 
Yale University Press. 
Born in Paris in 1920, May received 
a bachelor of arts and a bachelor of 
science degree at the Frenoh Lycee 
and then went on to receive a Licence 
of Letters in 1939 at the University of 
Paris. He earned his Diplome d'Etu-
des Superieures from the University 
of Montpellier in 1941 and his Ph.D. 
degree from the University of Hli-
oois in 1947. 
Dean May has been a Professor of 
George May 
French at Yale since 1956. He was 
key-note speaker at Oberlin College's 
"Festival Rousseau" in 1962 and gave 
the first William Haas Memorial lec-
ture at Stanford University in 1964. 
Named associate professors are: physical chemistry, she is on leave 
Eugene L. Cox, history; Miss Martha this year at Oxford University, en-
A. Craig, English; Mrs. Barbara B. gaged in a research on the thermo-
Green, political science ; Mrs. Anne- chemistry of mixed crys tals. 
marie A. Shimony • sociology and An- A Weliesley graduate. Miss Web-
thropology, and Mrs. Ingrid H. Stad-
ler, philosophy. Promoted from in- ster received the M.A. degree at 
Education Office Denies Funds 
l 111pedes Exodus' Busing Plans 
structor to Assistant Professor is Mt. Holyoke and the Ph.D. at Rad- by Judy Cheek '70 
Miss Linda K. Vaughan, Physical cliffe. She held a Fulbright fellow- Operation Exodus may die in its 
Education. ship in Belgium in 1951-1952, work- second year from lack of funds. On 
Mrs. Colburn received the B.A. ing in h'story of science, before re- Jan. 11 the Office of Education in 
degree from Wellesley and the M.A. turning to Wellesley. She is chainnan Washington denied Harvard's School 
and Ph.D. degrees from Radcliffe. of the Chemistry department and of Education a grant of $156,000, with 
She returned to Wellesley as an in- director of two Institutes conducted which the School had hoped to sub-
structor in 1947. Her field of speciali- at Wellesley under the auspices of sidize Exodus. 
zation is Victorian England. the National Science Foundation: the Exodus presently buses 850 chil-
A member of the Wellesley faculty Institute in Chemistry, a two-year dren out of predominantly Negro 
since 1952, Mr. Ferry is Chairman part-time program of study for ma- Roxbury to less crowded predorni-
of the English department. He gradu- ture woman, leading to an M.A. in nantly white schools in suburban Bos-
ated from Amherst and received the Chemistry, and a Summer Institute ton. Tile parents of these children 
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Har- in the Introductory. Physical ~cience have been working as volunteers 
vard. His published works include program of Educational. Services In- since September 1965. The $156,000 
The Limits of Morality, a critical corporated, offered -this year for I would have covered salaries for these 
stud~· of Wordsworth, and On the Way science ~uperyisors and teachers, in parents and would have provided 
to the Island, a volume of his poems, cooperation with ESI. funds for the enrollment of an addi-
which also appear frequently in Also a Wellesley graduate with a tional 150 children. 
national periodicals. Ph.D. from Radcliffe, Miss Zimmer- Denied under Title IV 
Miss Fleming, a specialist in t.he man has been a member of the At the meeting in Washington corn-
field of solid state physics, is a Wellesley faculty since 1953 and ser- missioner of education Harold Howe 
graduate of Hanover College and ved as Dean of the Class of 1966 in II told Exodus officials, Harvard Uni-
holds a Ph.D. degree from the Uni- its junior and senior years. Specializ- versity representatives, and aides of 
versity of Wisconsin. She has been ing in social psychology and cogni- Sen. Edward M. Kennedy that these 
engaged in several experimental pro- lion, Miss Zimmerman has served as funds, applied for under Title IV of 
jects s ince coming In 1953 to Wei- a Research Associate with M.I.T.'s the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
lesley. Her work includes the crea- Center for International Studies and eation Ad of 1965 would be denied. 
tion of a new introductory course during a leave in 1962-1963 as Con- Title IV provides money for research 
in basic physical principles. sultant in Social Psychology for projects including researchers' sal-
Mr. Francois received the licence A.I.D. Articles based on her research aries and equipment but not a bus-
and agregation at the University of have appeared in the Journal of ing program like Exodus. 
Liege, and the M.A. and Ph.D. de- Experimental Psychology, Journal of The Office of Education may give 
greies at Harvard. He is ohairman of Psycb-Ol.ogy, and American Psycholo- Harvard $20,000 to turn over to Exo-
the French department at Wellesley, gist. dus. But this cannot cover a full 
where he joined the faculty in 1953. After graduating from the College year's expenses as the entire grant 
Particula!'lly interested in 17th cen- of Wooster, Mr. Cox received a Ph.D. could have. Ex-Odus is oow forced to 
tury French literature, Mr. Francois 1 Continued on page four depend on fund-raising in Booton and 
private foundations to make up the 
difference. 
Mrs. Ellen Jackson, chairman of 
Exodus, said in a television inter-
view, "It's discouraging, and dismay-
ing to an extent, that we can 't get 
federal funds. We'll have to find 
someone else to carry the burden." 
Study Possible 
Hruivard also applied for a $107,000 
grant for study of the effect of Oper-
ation Exodus on its students and par-
ents. Mr. Howe told Ed School ad-
ministrators that if the proposal is 
rewritten quickly to meet some ob-
jections, the study could be funded 
within the month. The criticisms were 
oot made public. 
Ed School officials are optimistic 
about the revisions and the obtaining 
of the funds. They are also likely to 
begin the search soon for private 
funds to finance Operation Exodus. 
Funds for METCO 
METCO, an organization which 
buses Negro children to schools out-
side Boston, will more than double 
its enrollment this year by means of 
a $260,000 government grant. The Of-
fice of Education accepted METCO'S 
application under Title III of the same 
Education Act, which provides funds 
for "demonstration projects." To ap-
ply under Title Ill, Boston-oriented 
Exodus would need the approval of 
the Boston School Committee which 
is hostile to more intensive integra-
tion of white schools. 
Psychiatrists Use 
Art For Therapy 
Miss Carolyn Refsnes '57 will 
speak on art therapy tonight at 7:30 
in Pendleton. One of the newest tech-
niques or psychiatry, art therapy is 
useful both diagnostically and thera-
peutically. 
Sometimes a patient's drawings 
make is easier for a psychiatrist to 
diagnose the disorder. In addition, 
the art work often gives patients a 
necessary sense of satisfaction. 
Miss Refsnes works at the Boston 
City Hospital and Boston State Hospi-
tal with patients individually and in 
small classes. The patients draw what 
they wish, from which the ar t thera-
pist learns their associations about 
their work. 
Miss Refsnes did graduate work at 
the Museum of Fine Arts School and 
studied with Margaret Naumberg, an 
originator of this type of therapy. 
Jane Waters 'rtl, who is working 
with Miss Refsnes this year, will 
answer any additional questions. 
Vigil in Wellesley 
Will Protest War 
A silent vigil for peace in Viet 
Nam is being called Tues., Jan. 31 
by a group of Wellesley clergy and 
laymen, including Mr. and \Mrs. 
Fred Denbeaux, Mr. and Mrs. 
Edward Gulick, and Mr. Kenneth 
Kuntz. This is an individual rather 
than an organizational action. 
The vigil, a period of silent medi-
tation, is being held to express sor-
row and protest over the war in 
Viet Nam. It will take place in Wel-
lesley Square from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. 
The date was chosen to coinoide with 
the education-action mobilization 
Tuesday and Wednesday in Washing-
ton D.C. which will include thousands 
of. concerned clergy and layman 
from all over the country. Several 
Wellesley clergymen will participate. 
Appointments have been made to 
see Sen. Edward Kennedy, Sen. Ed-
ward Brooke, and Rep. Margaret 
Heckler. 
All who would like to express their 
concern for peace in Viet Nam are 
invited to participate in the Wellesley 
vigil and should feel free to join in 
for a part of the hour if unable to 
remain the whole time. 
METCO plans to enroll 500 children 
this year, compared to 220 last year. 
Three or four additional schools will 
join the federally-funded program. 
METCO will apply soon for another 
$300,000 for "innovation programs" 
and if the grant is accepted, the mo-
ney will be used for the construction 
of a new high school building for Wel-
lesley to accomodate 50 new second-
ary school children. 
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Demands of Dartmouth Diet 
J(itchen Cans Feminine 
Atte1n1Jts to ~lasculinize 
Foods Sauerkraut May Save Saigon 
11Ienu 
by l.eaf.\ Grn•n.~ ·67 
hy Done Jn Dicl.i·m '61 
A foolproof plan to end the war in 
Vietnam was revealed today by Pro-
f essor "Peiping" Tom Collins, chair-
man of the hyslery department. ~ / " I used to be hung up on the old 
Animal crackers and Wah-hoo-wah dition, the Food Service :;taff has protest bandwagon-Times ads. teach-
Whip have superseded Wellesley concocted a number of exciting new ins. lettuce to the editor and caviary 
Fudge Cake as dessert Ia•-orites. dishes, including Green Goddess to the general," confessed Professor 
Hearty Beef Soup and Glorious Goulash, Indian-head Chowder, Han- Collins in a secret pressed conference 
Greens have triumphed over Flaky over Halibut, and Wah-hoo-wah with News retorter Parsifal "Nosey" 
Baked Chicken. Whip. Special treats such as animal Parker. "Then I read the Harrison 
These are but a few examples of crackers and peanut bwtter will be Salisbury interview with the North 
the drastic change in menu planning available at most meals. Vietnamese premier and developed 
recently announced by Elizabeth Delicacies Deleted my Sauerkraut Theory of Conquest, 
Cornwall, director of Food Service. "Those dishes with the frilly femi- guaranteed to go over with a bang in 
Due to Wellesley's impending merger nine names will bave to go," Miss Washington and a whimper in Hanoi." 
with Dartmouth, Miss Cornwall sees Corwall asserted. Such delicacies 
the need for "more masculine" dish- include: Princess Peach Pudding, East meets West 
es. "We intend to serve only zesty, Queen Elizabeth Cake. Pompadour Guiding Retorter Parker to his still 
hearty foods, the kind that stick to Pudding. Magic Meringue Fluff, and in the depths of Pendleton. "Peiping" 
your ribs," she declared. Flaky Baked Chicken. Miss Corn- Tom explained. "Remember, the 
Food Forecast wall also ruled out Cheesecake, Din- North Vietnamese premier warned 
In listing foods that would appeal ner-in-a-Dish. Devils' Food Cake, and the U.S. that even the Mongols 
to most Dartmouth men, Miss Corn- Spice Cake as "entirely too sugges- hadn't conquered Vietnam. This bit 
wall named Hearty Beef Soup, live." In deference to Dartmouth of inscrutable Oriental logic re-
Sloppy Joes, Under the Sea Salad, and proximity, she noted that Harvard mained a mystery lo me-until I 
Glorious Greens Salad Dressing. A Beets. Hermits, East India Bluefish, remembered that when the Mongols 
few Wellesley staples such as Chick- and Tiger Tuna have been eliminated invaded Southeast Asia. they hadn't 
en Glop and Garbage Salad were from menu plans. been in control of China long enough 
expected to gain approval because of Outside of a possible food shodage, lo have discovered that fine old 
their savory names. Miss Cornwall anticipates few dif- Chinese delicat'Y. sauerkraut. 
Emphasizing the importance of ficulties in implementing the new "Once the Chinese foisted their 
leafy green vegetables and chunky menus. She considers the task cha!- sauerkraut off on the Mongols. the 
meats, Miss Cornwall stated that lenging and hopes to cook up enough nomads swept across the Russian 
lettuce, cabbage, watercress. pot material for a book entitled "Ttie steppes, lea'ing a trail of you-know- Professor Collins (in Hitleresque moustache) and aHistant demonstrate 
roast, and meat loaf would receive Way to a Man's Heart is through His what in their wake. As l'Vcry stu- limited sauerkraut bombing. 
top priority in meal planning. In ad- Stomach." dent of hystery k~ows. th~ Mo'lg~ls I mo:st anything to sauerkraut-napalm ouflaging himself as a small cloud. 
--~--------------------------· came to a screeching halt in Austria. Th G · f I ed G d R d W d d f t 1 "th th t ·f · bombs tear gas and the Pentagon e em:ms, in act, p ann a ra U ate e '" or ~ •. e 11 i· n _o Gan . co~ ron e< WI f bloode cm ying I Blue Plate Spe~ial However I'm similar strategy for their invasion of ' - ermamc weapons o sausage . · . · . . . . . 
'- and boiled potatoes. turned tail and 1 '10~ working on an alter~allv~ plan, Bnta1n; but their plan faJled, smce Scope, Perspective, Purpose ran-jettisoning their sauerkraut in I which shoul? go_ over big with the it depended on the availablility of a 
retreat " I famed Pr<'sidenltal sweet tooth. Ac- cloud of prefab warm air to disguise 
· Is Sauerkraut Dead? cording to my scheme. each Ameri-l>y Wee Matterwlios '68 
Fa<:ing the widespread American 
tren<l toward progressive education. 
the Educational Testing Service has 
radically reformed its Graduate Re-
cord Exams. Prospective graduate 
students will see the culmination of 
the five-year program in 1968. 
The ETS recognizes the primary 
purpose of eduoation: the production 
of bigger, better. broader Americans. 
111 !!:t effort to direct the examina· 
tions toward this end, the Service in 
1963 adopted two basic guidelines. 
The directors feel sure that institu· 
tions of learning will Tecognize the 
value of these guideposts, and will 
follow them voluntarily. 
ETS Guidelines 
The first guideline, called New Motto, 
avows that "it is the little things 
in life that count." The ETS direc-
tors unanimously adopted New Motto, 
and to publicize such a vital coocept 
they plan to issue phosphorescent 
bumper stickers. Wellesley students 
will be glad to hear that current 
negotations will probably enable the 
is&lance of stickers for bicycles as 
well. 
Big Switch, the second guideline, 
means changing from "mind over" 
to "mind with matter." A key word-
"broader"-indicates the ooture of 
tile concept, concisely expressed by 
Prat'essor Theophilus Icarus in a 
recent interview. 
Grand Synthesis 
Professor Icarus states: "I para-
sophy: Tank saw as ti~ed: Ch~istry: In fine professorial fashion Pr<r. can paratrooper would carry as the parachutist. As we all know, most 
Dwelgator !has! rnu m 1279: Biology. C C 11" ' 1 ' ·u d standard l'QUipmC'!ll a can of "Readi- of the German hot air was desper· Rodnew draeb slubid gronsl soe<lib 21 1 h~sso37r0 todmst ~Gl'llerou~.YJ pcrmG 1. ~. Whip," with which he woulcl sp1·ay t 1 eeded C h a " nd Th . t f h" 1s s u en , reasy oan rmu- . a e Y n or t e propaganda carn-
y ws, a so on. e v1r ue o t 1s d to l t C th h himself during the jump-thus cam- paign." 
format lies in the fusion of mechani- e, . carr~ ou .. mos o e rcse~rc .. 
cal and creative potential. And, of on his topic. For a long while_. D 
course, it brilliantly expresses the p~ntcd Joan ~s she rested from stir- ome . . . 
Synthesis program rmg the Profs latest batch or brew. Co11ti1111 .. d from ''".!!" one The big surprise was the Admini-
. "we thought SAUERKRAUT WAS Waistline Essay , DEAD... entrance. and security guards will s.tration's announcement yesterday or 
The I watch his path on new computer- a drive-in theater. which can "econ· five-hour essay, an idrol Syn- "Luckily," continued Professor Col- t 11 1 ad t · omically share the parking lot facili·-thesis question, counts as half the !ins, .. sauerkraut was not dead, but t'On ro cc r ar screens sc up m 
un<lerground stations. ties, and bri'lg in additional re-
exam. A typical example follows. I alive and hiding in Argentina. Under The ronstruction of the project will venues. while providing new enter-
"Me~sure you~ waistline with the I a Julia Childs fellowship, I flew south be speeded up by a recent federal tainment for members of the neigh-
regulat1on yardstick and record your and brought back the original Mon- grant for college building. In award- boring community." 
figure. Wait an hour, they turn 90 go! recipe. known only to a certain ing the funds, President Johnson af. ToUrists Probable 
degrees west and measure again. l> Argentine gaucho 1Spanish for "Lcf- rectionately remarked that he just It is probable also that tourists 
Has your waistline: Expanded? Con- list>." ted t "k th rttl lad" will be attracted to view the "con-
tracted? Stayed consta.'lt? 2l Has it With a broad snicker, "Peipin!!" warn d 0 dee_~ ose 1 e ies 
- sa e an soun trolled environment." If this occurs, 
really: Expanded? Contracted? Slay- Tom chortled, "Our plan to force the p k. f.· Do the College plans to charge admission 
ed constant? 3> Was Fitzgerald I North Vietnamese into submission ~i ar ka~g lmtanc~ll me d th -
. . . . , uge par mg o s w1 surroun e to a proposed observation tower. 
really a &-foot Irishman? 4 > How did trough the use of hm1tecl sauerkraut 1 1 th C 11 g 'II h 1 Town officials hope "the dome will you measure your wa"st "th t bo b" h Id . 11 I come, an< e o e e w1 e P 
. . ?" 1 WI ou m m~ s ou go over _espccia Y finance all constocticm with revenues boost local business through the m-
breakmg the yardstick_. well with. Senator Fulbright, ~ho from the Jots. Th<.."t'e will be no cars flux of tourists and other curiosity 
The Grand Synthesis has clearly I loves nothing better than <.'Omparmg seekers ... 
burst the bonds of tradition by acti- President Johnson lo Adolf Hitler. oniiiicii:aiimiipii:uiisii. ii<Siii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiz-iiiiiiiiiiiii ___ ii __ci~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~ 
vely embracing the progressive view. In fact, I can hardly wait till he see.s 
According to Professor Icarus, "in the title of my book-"llow the West 
this way education can contribute to I was Hun." 
the ultimate American goal: Mass "As for LBJ," sighed Professor 
Progress!" Collins. "it's true that he prefers al-
Cut For Vil Parking Price 
Proprietor _Anticipates Profit 
by Jane Canrhurt '68 
Stock-Taking 
SALE 
phrase my favorite philosopher in Are those parking fees too high for 
saying that were we meant to fly, you? Now you can bring your 
we would ·have been given tickets. car up to school for half that cost 
Mind .and matter define man's do- because a new parking lot has open-
main, and we aim to expand both ed in the Vil. The proprietor of the 
within their mutual limits. Broaden new lot is Mr. Augman of the Wel-
knowledge. but broaden the waistline lesley faculty. 
and continued his surfacing proce-
dure, which now included painting 
white lines on the dry asphalt. Also, 
he began to wire the nearby trees 
with intense spot lights, concealed in 
birds' nests. 
Minimum Charge 
With a twinkle in his eye, Mr. 
Augman stated that he had kept his 
lot a secret and had argued against 
cars in Senate to insure that the 
College agreed on a sufficiently high 
parking fee. " I'm going to charge 
half the college rate," he asserted, 
"for the lot wit! be paying for itself 
;n no time, or rather in one year, 
three months, and sixteen days, if 
my calculations are correct. 
20%-3Qr4-40'f<--5Q% 
GUITARS, AMPLIFIERS, DRUMS, 
BANJOS, MANDOLINS, and BAGPIPES 
We have a complete line 
in stock of folk , classical, 
and elecrric guitars from 
low price student instruments 
too. Our past examinations have re- Mr. Augman has been following the 
fleeted an unfortunately one-sided ap- car controversy very closely. He has 
proach." been questioning the extention of car 
The revised tests basically attempt privileges on moral and ethical 
to develop Big Switch, always in grounds, but when recently inter-
the context of New Motto. This power- viewed, Mr. Augman remarked: 
f~ combination .led to such revolu- " Economically speaking, a parking 
t:iooary changes m exam format that lot is a sound move. I believe it will 
the ETS ~ecided ~o avoid ambiguity I prove to be convenient for the stu-
by convertmg the title GRE to GSGG: 1 dents and alleviate the traffic pr<r Grand Synthesis of Graduate Games. blem near the campus." 
Cultural Diversity 
Two examples make clear the Big 
Switch plus New Motto has indeed 
created a Synt!hesis not only grand 
but glorious. Professor Icarus said 
that one section, Cultural Expansion, 
"is colloquially known .as Trivia, but 
we feel the connotation of the word 
may mislead educators and educa-
tees as to the Service's real goals." 
The section covers virtually all as-
pects of American culture. 
In 1968 prospective Ph.D. 's will, 
Planned in Secret 
An investigation into this new lot 
revealed some intriguing information. 
Apparenlly , Mr. Augman began sur-
facing his backyard with asphalt at 
night just after the earliest car dis-
cussions in Senate. He carefully 
covered the surface with the removed 
tufts oC grass so that neighbors' 
suspicions would not be aroused and 
so that his children could play dur.ing 
the day. 
therefore, read: "Unscramble and Under an assumed name, he pur-
comment on the following: Philo- c.'lased the lot adjacent to his yard, 
"The cost to me is measureable 
only in terms of a little Jost sleep." 
he CQl'ltimed. "Besides, I plan to 
rent police dogs to the girls for the 
walk to their dorms. The dogs will 
return to guard the parking lot." 
Only One Dog So Far 
When asked specifically about tlhe 
dogs, Mr. Augman did admit that as 
yet he has no police dogs, but his 
beagle "Samuelson" has agreed to 
work the twelve to one shift at night. 
Already, girls have shown a tre-
medious interest in the new lot. Mr. 
Augman certainly seems to on the 
road to a fina.'lCial success. 
to the 1 finest quality concert guitars 
WELLE LS EV 
MUSIC CENTER 
70 CENTRAL STREET 
CE 5-7398 
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Night Ends As Frosh Watches 
by Juth Wanstaknow '10 sleep and see for myself. Armed with 
ET presents Hambyrd, a satirical California," by RoDald Reagan. Pen· What really occurs during the a pad and a pencil to record my ob-
study of presidential politics and cor- dleton, Monday, 7:30 p.m. mysterious hour from I :00 a.m. to servations, an orange and an apple 
ruption in lhe pork Uxiustry. Jewett SEC Book Talk Lecture: "Alieoo- 2:00 a.m. on Friday night when to give me sustenance, and a blanket 
Auditorium, 7:30 Friday and Satur- tion .and the Modem Heroine: all good freshmen are safely tucked and a pillow to comfort me, I camped 
day. Admission free <we may even Candy." Members of the Englli;h in their rooms and the upperclassmen out on the landing above the bell 
pay yotf.) Department. 4: 15 Tuesday in the Pope arc free to roam? desk. 
Recluse, at ~ Company of Room. Here was a question to fascinate Everybody ID! 
Bo~on; is the tragic tale of a girl Marriage Lecture; "Divorce," by any fool, I mean freshman, and like No one noticed me peering through 
driven insane by her fuur-year capti- Looi N" Att 7 30 Wedn a typical freshman with too much the rails, not because I am tiny but 
. . I s izer, ., : p.m. es-
v1ty JD a fema e seminary. day in Pendleton. curiosity and not enough brains, I because everyone was too sleepy. And 
The Cllarles Playhouse presents resolved to find th~ answer. But as I had hoped, they all used the 
Mal Im th sh ... ,. of •'-- "Basic Principals of Judo," es-co , e sma mt uie New how was I to attack the problem? elevator because they were in no con-
York season, by the author of Eliza- sential if you ever want to use the How To Do It? dition to navigate the stairs. 
beth T.a)rlor and Richard Burtoo. 'library at night. Members of the T considered asking the upperclass- Shortly before I :00 a.m., two girls, 
Movles Physical Education Department. 7:30 men directly, but that was too easy. equipped with a Readers' Digest and 
Film Society •presents Gone With p.m., Tuesday in Mary Hemenway Besides I wanted the truth, and I was some love comic books, stumbled out 
the Wind on Friday and Saturday at Gymnasium. not only unwilling but also incapable of the first floor rooms to begin work. 
7:30 p.m. Free for subscribers, $.50 "Non-coeducation: Anachronism or of believin_g everything they would tell The watchman began ushering in the 
for others. Anachronism?" Kingma"! Brewster, me. girls saying good-by on the steps. 
The Bible <strongly advised fur all 1 Jr., presidoot of Yale University. There was only one thing to do. I One couple parted only after the 
sophomores> is at the Harvard 
1 
7:30 tonight, in Pendleton. would have to sacrifice one hour of young man resolved to call the girl 
Square. SEE Adam and Eve b the as soon as he got back to his room 
Garden of Eden! SEE Sodom and c ll ge Purchases ('('c .bb '' so they could finish their good-bys. 
Gomowah! SEE Peter O'Toole as I 0 e rt er ' Girls Lack Confidence 
the Three Angels! • Solemnly the bell girls looked on 
Too Few ~lstfig~ts, the story of Toins Mass. Chapter ol' BBB as the watchman locked the door. 
Woodrow Wilson, 15 .at the Com- J j 'J One statione~ herself on a chair by 
munity Playhouse. II Wellesley College has announced 1 ownership requirement. the door while the other one sat. as 
The BratU. e continues with its Bugs plans to join tihe Massachusetts I The 'l"equirement !Stipulates tilat far from the door as she could-1ust 
B f al 1 in case! 
unny estiv . chapter of the Better Bestiaries members must possess livestock . Suddenly at 1 :o5 a.m. 1 heard the 
Music I Bureau. from three of f.lbe Bureau's four cate- outer door burst open and there was 
_concert and Lecture by Everett The .ammuncement came shortly gories of Fish, Fowl, Fish-Fowl, or a frantic knock at the door. I got Dirk~~n: "How to Make a Hit Re- , ~ter the Deans' O.lifice revealed that Neither. <See earlier editions of News up on my elbows to see better and 
cord. Symphony llall, Sun~. 2:00. Jt had recently purchased an aging for the~ of Fish-Fowl Henrietta who should come in but a freshman. 
Art cheetah. and Fish Figaro.) Freshman 1n Fllgbt 
Museum of Fine Arts has an ubi- The cheetah known in administra- Add-a-Fowl Terrified, she raced to the sign-out ~it .of photogr.aphs entitled, "Mobil- 1 tive circles as '"Cribber," woo bought PLans are being 'formulated for the book and then to her room-with-
1zat.ton and the College Campus," at an ASPCA auction for $8,000. He purdlase of a Fowl representative to out saying a word. She knew any-
depicting the disastroi~s ~esults of a has been placed <m tile College pay- the Wellesley Bestiary. The Ad. Bored thing she said could be used as evi-
deluge of motor vehicles on ia se- roll in an advisatory capacity. is considering bids for a bald eaglet dence against her. 
eluded tract of lahd. Ruthie and the BBB and a tropical titmouse, although of- One bell girl walked over to the 
Jewett has a special exhibit on The descision to affiliate with the lficials are hoping to find a rare Ti~ sign-out book and observed, "Ten 
"The Art of Fingerpainting," gift of BBB was made .at a January Koffee ti.an Tufted vulture for a reasonable more to go." I was aghast, for I 
the Page School. Klatch held in t!he president's office. sum. thought everyone took advantage of 
Lectures It was based, in part, on the fact It has been decided, however, that this privilege. 
"How I Will Improve Higher Edu- that with the purchase of Cribber the no bird will be bought until second Revelation! 
cation in the Sovereign State of College ful'filled the BBB's animal- term next year, as College funds ere Slowly the minutes ticked by. I 
Self-Defense •.• 
Continued from pnge one 
concern tha t Wellesley's curriculum 
into the same academic category as keep in swing with the times. Ac-
the studio art courses. The com- cording to a nationally read weekly 
mittee decided to drop the pass- magazine, karate is now "taught in 
with-distinction grade for Self-De- more than 50 schools across the 
fense in order to a lleviate students' U.S. and has an estimated 50,000 
academic pressures. practitioners." Among the more fam-
Black Belt ous aficionados is Rick Nelson, an 
With the aid of the Mayling Soong outstanding karrete-ka (karate play-
Foundation, there will be a bona- er. ) 
fide black belt hired as an associate Scooting down the same alley as 
professor ro teach this course. Be- the physical education department is 
cause he will be teaching only $elf- the Marriage Lecture Committee. 
Defense, and giving occasional talks The fourth marriage lecturer of the 
in the Chinese Civilization lecture year will be Honor Blackman, Gold-
course, there will be plenty of spe- finger's Pussy Galore, who is con-
cial sections of Self-Defense for up- ducting a nationwide campaign to 
perclassmen. The physical education encourage women to practice self-
department is looking forward to the defense. Honor Blackman's Book of 
smaller classes and more· intimate Self-Defense is directed especially to 
student-teacher relationships which women and tells them according to 
this .addition to their staff will make 
1 
Post, "how to keep a ~redatory man 
possible. at bay." 
Students electing Self-Defense will _ 
- TOWNE TAXI -
237-1323 
Sening Wellesley 
Logan Airport - MTA 
Rt. 128 - RR Stat.Ion 
be required to purchase a traditional 
judo costume. The costume will be 
essentially a blue silk panta loon and 
jacket outfit. F reshmen buying a 
judo outfit need not purchase the 
blue shorts and blouse gym costume I 
right away; the upperclassmen may 
wear thei r own pants-suits or lounge-'==============~ 
wear of similar design. Student Aid 
Society will provide scholarship stu-
dents with a limited supply of judo 
costumes at a reduced rate. 
Swing With Time 
One reason for creating this new 1
1 course was the gym department's 
Want to spend 
SPRING VACATION IN 
BERMUDA? 
Inlo: Liz Freeman 
Freeman 235-9$40 
Jimmy - Jax 
RESTAURANT 
'19 Cen&ral St. 
SALE 
Villager and Ladybug 
Skirts, sweaters, slacks, etc. 
37 Central st. WeUesley Mass. 
Hill and Dale, Ltd 
-· Clb>All a.taat 
at present insufficent. It is hoped jumped at a noise but it was only the 
that next year's tuition hike will elevator carrying a thirsty girl to the 
cover most of the fowl. pop machine. 
Beats ... 
Continued from page two 
tionalism or insanity. Hs heroes are 
ageless. Its scene is changeless. Its 
effect is worthiess. 
The film, nevertheless, merits an 
audience. It is art for art's sake. 
The production difficulties were, of 
course, numerous, with aid and ad-
vertising dropping in continually lrom 
all sides, and with stars of the oa.1i-
bre of Bob Hope and Hanoi Hanooh 
seeking the tead roles. 
11le resultant film is an expression 
in the art of Nepalese film making. 
"Lapen--Lapen" deserves to be seen. 
GET DISCOUNT CAllD 
on Patent Medicine$ • Vitamins • 
Cosmetics - Toiletries - Etc. at 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mae, Inc.) 
572 Washington Street 
Call CE S-2489 for Free Delivery 
Hours Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Charge A("CC)11nts & Frrc Check Cadung 
Passport Photm plus Phetm For 
Applicatiom, Ucemes. etc. 
Custom Pbolo Frames 
IUIERTS 
13 C'.entral Street 
Mark Stevens 
FAMOUS NAl\IE SHOES 
Feminine Footwear - Fashions 
Attractively Low Priced 
564a Washington stred 
Wellesley Sq. CE 5-3603 
Across from the 
South Shore National Bank 
Open Friday night 'til 9 P.M. 
Finally at I: 35 a.m. came a second 
knock and in walked my Vil junior. 





cakes, pastries, champagne, 
wine, sandwiches, etc. 
27 Grove Street 
237·1450 
MUSICAL INSTRUCTION 
Guitar: Folk, Classical 
Ro~k and Roll 




70 Central Street 
CE 5-7393 
Sex is here to stny! 
Ton)' C urti• 
Rosanna Sch iaffino 
"ARRIVE DERCI, BABY" 
l :30 -3:30-5:20 
7:30-9:30 
Aduts Only 
.. Just like a Vil junior," I thought, 
"with plenty of time to spare." But 
then she walked to the elevator-
without signing in. 
She's Human 
When one of the girls reminded her 
to sign in, she laughed, "If you knew 
the number of times I've forgotten 
to sign in." I couldn't believe my ears. 
Vil juniors are actually human. 
Girls were coming in regularly now. 
There were footsteps and voices on 
the steps and then a long silence 
when the bell girls smiled knowingly 
at each other. Finally there was a 
knock on the door and one more girl 
would come in, fondly looking back. 
Adult EducatioDT 
Then at I :~9 a.m. the ninth girl 
staggered in-my "big sister." She 
kept tripping over the book bag she 
was dragging. "Guess what I've got in 
here?" she exclaimed, "My purse and 
books-I spent half my evening in the 
Center for Adult Education at Har-
vard." 
Before should could volunteer any 
more information, a girl stuck her 
head in and asked how much time was 
left. When she heard she had a half 
minute, she closed the door and stay-
ed out for a minute and a half. 
What Happens! 
When she finally stumbled in, the 
bell girls helped her sign in, rounded 
up my "big sister" and put them both 
on the elevator. Turning off the 
lights, the bell girls then staggered 
toward their rooms, ready to tumble 
into bed. 
I couldn't believe it. I had actually 
found out what they do in that my-
sterious hour each week-nothing, 
absolutely nothing. 
Wondering what to do during 
Term Rece117 Come skiing with 
the Outing Club. We plan to atay 
in North Conway, N.H., at the 
Beachmont - A lodge which 
boasts its own skating rink, mini· 
ature ski slope, and "gracious 
living" in the form of afternoon 
tea. We leave on Wednesday, 
Feb. 15, at 7 p.m., for two full 
days of skiing at week-day group 
rates, and return on Friday eve-
ning, Feb. 17. $33. covers coat of 
transportation, lodging, and 
meals. 
For further information, call: 
ANNE MERDINGER 237.1278 
BARB KERBER in Pomeroy 
CommunHJ 
Wellesley Bills CF.dar 5-0047 
Ennings at 7 :45 
Sunday Continuous Berbminr 
at 4:30 
NOW I Enda TU ES., Jan. 31 
"1966'1 Funniest Film!" 
"THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING 
THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING" 
2 Days Only. Wed. &. Thur. Feb. 
1 &. 2 - Special Engagement 
THE ROYAL BALLET in 
"ROMEO AND JULIET" 
Matinees at 3 - Evenings at 8: 15 
5 Daya Beg. FRI., Feb. 3 
"T.EXAS ACROSS THE RIVER" 
and "BLINDFOLD" 
She's Public 
Entertainment No. l 
Natalie W ood as 
"PENELOPE" 
Die~ Shawn Pete1 Fnl.lt 
l :30-3:20-5:05 
7:20 -9 :25 
Wellesley, Mass. 
Tel. 235-9875 
dellYeries .'15 eellta 
"Study year abroad ID SwMell 
France, or Spain. College )!ftp., 
Jimfor yUtr abroad aDd gradua&e 
programmes. lcUOO guarantees: 
round trip lllgbt to Stoc;kbolm, 
Paris or Madrid, donQ.Horles or 
apartment, two mealf 4.U,, hll· 
tioD payed. Write: SCANSA, 50 
Rd Prosper Le-*; ~­
PeHe. Fraee.'' 
WELL~:SLEY. \\';hh in i..>tm1 Stn•t'f - W EL-
LESL EY HILLS - w1,;sTO:\ 110\1) -
WELLESL EY L O W Eii F\LLS - \ll LLlS -
DO\'Etl · fHA!\' l\Ll:\ ( Ea' t ) - SllAllOI\ 
ELMS HOUSE jwE· 637 Washington St. 
)·oung men (dates) one night $5.00 
&7 two nights $8.00 plus tax 
C'E 5-2274 
1formerly used as a dormitory I 
LLESLEY SHOE REP 
-..&A9~. - · oa1et 
South Shore National Bank 
Member F.I.D.C. 
